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Abstract. We present the results of a statistical survey of
the magnetosheath using four years of Cluster orbital cov-
erage. Moments of the plasma distribution obtained from
the electron and ion instruments together with magnetic field
data are used to characterise the flow and density in the mag-
netosheath. We note two important differences between our
survey and the gasdynamic model predictions: a deceleration
of the flow at higher latitudes close to the magnetopause, re-
sulting in sub-Alfv́enic flow near the cusp, and a dawn-dusk
asymmetry with higher velocity magnitudes and lower den-
sities measured on the dusk side of the magnetosheath in the
Northern Hemisphere. The latter observation is in agreement
with studies carried out byPaularena et al.(2001), Něměcek
et al. (2000), and Šafŕankov́a et al.(2004). In additon to
this we observe a reverse of this asymmetry for the Southern
Hemisphere. High-latitude sub-Alfvénic flow is thought to
be a necessary condition for steady state reconnection pole-
ward of the cusp.

1 Introduction

The magnetosheath, a region bounded at its outer edge by the
bow shock and at its inner edge by the magnetopause, is an
essential element in the solar wind - magnetospheric interac-
tion. The importance of the magnetosheath lies in the fact
that it is the medium through which energy and momentum
are transported from the solar wind into the Earth’s magne-
tosphere.

In the MHD description the magnetosheath serves to re-
configure the upstream solar wind flow and its frozen-in mag-
netic field to the state specified by the magnetopause bound-
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ary conditions. This is however a simplification of the reality,
since it does not account for kinetic processes operating on
small scale lengths which will collectively also contribute to
the plasma behaviour. In addition, the appearance and loca-
tion of the magnetosheath boundaries at any time will depend
on the upstream solar wind conditions.

Current estimates of the global plasma properties in the
magnetosheath are largely based on the results of the gasdy-
namic model predictions ofSpreiter and Stahara(1980). The
Spreiter and Stahara model (Spreiter et al., 1966; Spreiter and
Stahara, 1980) assumes that bulk flow properties of the solar
wind past a planetary obstacle can be described by the con-
tinuum equations of hydrodynamics for a single-component
gas (of zero viscosity and thermal conductivity). A simpli-
fied non-self-consistent prescription for the magnetic field,
which is frozen kinematically to the flow, means magnetic
forces are omitted from the momentum equation. Hence
some of the observed physics in the Earth’s magnetosheath,
where the magnetic field is influential, are not described by
the model. The model makes the addtional assumption of
cylindrical symmetry about the incident flow direction.

Significant effort to consolidate the Spreiter and Stahara
model and understand the influence of the magnetic field in
the magnetosheath is made in the plasma depletion model
proposed byZwan and Wolf(1976). The model incorporates
the effects of the magnetic field on magnetosheath flow. The
model follows a magnetic flux tube moving from the bow
shock to the magnetopause whilst satisfying the conservation
laws along the flux tube. Both diversion of the flow at the
bow shock along the magnetic field direction and a “squeez-
ing” effect close to the magnetopause where flux tubes pile
up are found to lead to a density depletion at the magne-
topause. The result is a net density decrease in regions where
the deceleration of the flow is not efficient and diversion of
the flow dominates.
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Southwood and Kivelson(1995) later identified a paradox
in the formulation of the Zwan and Wolf model, namely that
diversion of the flow results in a lower density along the stag-
nation streamline (where the flow velocity is close to zero)
making it difficult to achieve the pressure gradient force re-
quired for the plasma to move along the field and for the flux
tube pile up and depletion at the magnetopause. This was
resolved by proposing the addition of a slow mode compres-
sional front at the end of a diversion dominant region in order
to provide the higher thermal pressure required for depletion
at the magnetopause boundary.

Another limitation of the Spreiter and Stahara model is
that it does not incorporate reconnection processes at the
magnetopause. This has been consolidated by the work of
Cowley and Owen(1989) andCooling et al.(2001) who de-
velop the notion of magnetic flux tubes to model the conse-
quences of reconnection at the magnetopause boundary.

Farrugia et al.(1998) compare results from their steady-
state MHD model with an inbound crossing of the mag-
netosheath by AMPTE/IRM close to noon and the ecliptic
plane. They reported observation of a depletion layer and
an enhanced tangential component flow close to the mag-
netopause. SimilarlySong et al.(1992a,b) have carried
out comparisons of observations and MHD models.Fuse-
lier et al. (2002) compared observations of magnetosheath
plasma in the high-altitude cusp with gas dynamic and MHD
model predictions. They found that gasdynamic models
over-estimate the flow velocity adjacent to the magnetopause
at high latitudes whilst MHD models which include the ef-
fects of magnetic reconnection predicted lower flow veloci-
ties than those observed in the same region. A limitation of
these comparisons is that they are either based on a single
case study or small number of observations.

Statistical studies based on several years of observations in
the flanks of the magnetosheath, both in the night and dayside
magnetosheath, have been carried out using the Interball-1
data byŠafŕankov́a et al.(2004) andNěměcek et al.(2000,
2002a,b). The authors concluded that the gasdynamic mod-
els were limited in their ability to characterise the flow, den-
sity and magnetic field in the magnetosheath, that certain
conditions favoured the creation of a depletion layer close
to the magnetopause, and that a dawn-dusk asymmetry ex-
isted for the ion flux in the magnetosheath which appeared
to have some dependence on theBz component of the mag-
netic field. SimilarlyPaularena et al.(2001) conducted a
survey of the nightside magnetosheath using data from IMP
8 at −15<XGSE<−20RE and solar wind data from ISEE
1, ISEE 3 and WIND, to investigate magnetosheath struc-
ture. The survey revealed a dawn-dusk asymmetry for an
era close to solar maximum with higher densities measured
on the dawn-side. The Paulerena survey could find no de-
pendence of this asymmetry on the upstream field direction
and concluded that some other explanation was required to
explain its existence.

More recentlyCooling (2003) conducted a survey of the
magnetosheath using Geotail data with WIND as an up-
stream solar wind monitor. In this case the author observed a

slight asymmetry in dawn-dusk values of density and veloc-
ity. The velocity was found to be lower than that predicted
by the Spreiter and Stahara model particularly for locations
further downstream of sub-solar point, close to the magne-
topause.

The portion of the dayside magnetosheath at high latitudes
has not been systematically studied to date. Our aim is to
survey this region using four years of Cluster orbits in the
dayside magnetosheath in conjunction with upstream solar
wind values derived from the ACE spacecraft. The inten-
tion is to provide information on the plasma characteristics
of the magnetosheath in this region and understand the fac-
tors which may be controlling them in a manner which is
complimentary to established models and existing research
of the magnetosheath region.

2 Method

2.1 Data used

PEACE (Plasma Electron and Current Experiment) (John-
stone et al., 1997) and CIS (Cluster Ion Spectroscopy) (Rème
et al., 2001) 4-s resolution moment data, from the Cluster
mission (Escoubet et al., 1997) are used to characterise the
bulk parameters in the magnetosheath. In addition, the Clus-
ter prime parameter magnetic field data, (Balogh et al., 2001)
at 4-s resolution are used to survey the magnetic field.

ACE SWEPAM and MAG data products provide compli-
mentary data on the upstream solar wind conditions (data
was provided by the ACE Science Center). SWEPAM pro-
vides 64-s resolution measurements of the ion velocity whilst
MAG provides 16-s resolution of the magnetic field. ACE
data was available for the duration of the survey (January
2001 until 4 May 2004 ) from both instruments.

2.2 Plasma moments

The low order moments of the electron and ion velocity dis-
tributions describe the bulk density and velocity characteris-
tics of the magnetosheath. Here PEACE moments are used,
which have been corrected for the effects of spacecraft poten-
tial and finite range of integration (Geach et al., 2004; Génot
and Schwartz, 2004). Typically, the moments are derived
from electrons measured in the range 10 eV–26 keV after re-
moving any contributions from a contaminating photoelec-
tron population. Where the PEACE instrument was powered
off in the magnetosheath for a substantial part of the 2003,
we have used the CIS HIA (Hot Ion analyser) moments in
place of the corrected PEACE moments. These are derived
from ions in the 5 eV/q–32 keV/q range.

2.3 Survey coverage

Figure 1 shows the total orbital coverage of the magne-
tosheath from January 2001 to May 2004. Only parts of the
orbit lying within the magnetosheath are shown. It is clear
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Fig. 1. Cluster orbital coverage of the magnetosheath from January
2001 to May 2004. The spacecraft position from the magnetopause
are indicated in red-white shading. Parts of the orbital trajectory
lying closest to the magnetopause are indicated in white; those lying
further out are indicated in red.

that there is an orbital bias in our survey imposed by the in-
clined orbit of the Cluster spacecraft; high latitude measure-
ments lie close to the magnetopause whilst conversely low
latitude measurements lie close to the bowshock. We note
also the poor coverage of the sub-solar region which limits
our ability to draw any conclusions about the plasma flow
there.

2.4 Selection of magnetosheath data

Magnetosheath data were selected by examining each cross-
ing during the survey period. We include an example of a
magnetosheath crossing in Fig.2 to illustrate how the selec-
tion is carried out.

A magnetopause boundary and bowshock boundary (thick
black lines) are selected from each magnetosheath crossing
and all data points obtained during a crossing are normalised
to lie between these two points. The bow shock boundary
is identified by eye as the sharp jump of≈4 times the solar
wind velocity magnitude, density and magnetic field magni-
tudes predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation laws
for a shock discontinuity. There is also strong parallel heat-
ing of the ions and sharp deceleration of theVx component
as it is slowed and deflected around the bow shock boundary.
An exact location for the magnetopause boundary is gener-
ally more difficult to define. The crossing here corresponds
to the high magnetic shear cases ofPaschmann et al.(1986)
andPhan et al.(1994). In this case the magnetopause cross-
ing is characterised by a field rotation region where the mag-
netic field increases and the density decreases to the values

Fig. 2. Selecting the magnetosheath crossing: Electron (red), ion
and magnetic field (black) data for a magnetosheath crossing on
the February 1st 2004. The spacecraft first encounters the mag-
netosheath at approximately 4:18 UT, (thick blue line). There are
two subsequent re-entries of the spacecraft into the solar wind en-
vironment after this time, during the periods 04:25–04:40, 04:53–
05:14 UT, and an entry by the spacecraft into the magnetosphere
between 09:50–09:58. These intervals are indicated by the dashed
blue lines and are excluded from our magnetosheath data selection.

expected for magnetospheric plasma. However in the case
of low magnetic shear, rotation of the field is often small or
absent and a sharp boundary for the magnetopause crossing
is more difficult to define.Paschmann et al.(1993) identify a
key time for the transition from magnetosheath to magneto-
spheric plasma in these cases, in which the electron and pro-
ton temperatures show discontinuous jumps, and for which a
change in the plasma flow direction occurs. On the mag-
netosheath side of this transitionPaschmann et al.(1993)
have also identified a layer of density depletion and mag-
netic field pile-up. In our case we have selected the magne-
topause crossing to lie a at the end of the depletion region
at the last point before the transition into a magnetospheric
plasma regime.
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Figure 2 shows a plot of the behaviour of the various
plasma parameters during a typical magnetosheath crossing
on the 4 of February 2002. Examining the plasma behaviour
in Fig. 2 for the spacecraft transit from the solar wind en-
vironment to the magnetosphere we notice gross changes in
the overall plasma behaviour and boundaries between ’solar
wind’ , “magnetosheath” and “magnetospheric” type plasma.
The spacecraft first encounter the magnetosheath at approx-
imately 4:18 UT, (thick black line). This is treated as the
position of the outer bow shock boundary for normalisation.
There are two subsequent re-entries of the spacecraft into the
solar wind environment after this time, during the periods
04:25–04:40, 04:53–05:14, and an entry by the spacecraft
into the magnetosphere between 09:50–09:58. In Fig.2 these
intervals are indicated by yellow lines and are excluded from
our magnetosheath data selection. In this way we attempt
to minimise contamination of the database from solar wind
and magnetospheric data. The final magnetopause boundary
crossing occurs at 10:19 UT and defines the inner boundary
for the normalisation.

2.5 Normalisation of magnetosheath data to a model mag-
netosheath

In order to create a stationary model of the magnetosheath
i.e. one in which the boundary positions do not vary with
upstream conditions, it is necessary to normalise each mea-
surement within the magnetosheath crossing to a point be-
tween the locally measured magnetopause and bowshock.
The bowshock and magnetopause positions are selected as
described above for an inbound/outbound crossing at the
start/end of each crossing. In order to transform to a model
frame in which we can can locate each measurement as a
function of a geocentric radial, latitude, and phi(r, λ, φ) co-
ordinate it is necessary to firstly scale model boundaries to
pass through the selected magnetopause and bowshock loca-
tions. For this purpose thePeredo et al.(1995) andRoelof
and Sibeck(1993) models are used for the bow shock and
magnetpause respectively. Since we scale these models to
actual boundary crossing locations, our results are not sensi-
tive to the specific choice of model, although other models,
e.g.Shue et al.(2000) may be better suited to predicting the
location of the magnetopause for given solar wind parame-
ters.

The distance modulus is then calculated from the space-
craft location along the radial direction to the newly scaled
magnetopause and bowshock boundaries and each measure-
ment is normalised to lie within the normalised range 0.0
(magnetopause) to 1.0 (bowshock). In this way it is possible
to compare data from different regions of the magnetosheath,
obtained during different crossings under varying upstream
solar wind conditions.

2.6 Normalisation of data to upstream solar wind condi-
tions

The values of the plasma parameters measured in the mag-
netosheath depend on the upstream solar wind conditions.
For this reason we use ACE at L1 as a monitor of the up-
stream solar wind conditions. We then normalise the magne-
tosheath density, velocity and magnetic field measurements
to the deduced instantaneous solar wind measurements. We
have chosen not to normalise our data to predictions of, say,
a gasdynamic model (e.g.Spreiter and Stahara(1980)) in or-
der to minimize the model-dependency of our main results.
Additionally, most of our data are drawn from periods of rel-
atively high solar wind Mach number. The dependence of
magnetosheath compression ratios with Mach number will
therefore have little influence on the results presented here.

Firstly, we show that there are no inaccuracies issues aris-
ing from inter-calibration of the ACE and Cluster data sets.
We compare solar wind data from both instruments in Fig.3
and find that the magnetic field and plasma parameters mea-
sured at both spacecraft are in excellent agreement.

The instantaneous time lag is then deduced as follows: For
Cluster measurements at timetC in the magnetosheath, we
find the corresponding value at ACE lagged by the propaga-
tion time1t , i.e. at a time

tA = tC − 1t. (1)

Since the propagation time through the magnetosheath is
small compared to the solar wind transit time from ACE at
L1, we take

1t = |1r|/Vsw(tA) = |1r|/Vsw(tC − 1t) (2)

where |1r| is the distance between ACE and Cluster, and
Vsw(t) is the solar wind speed measured by ACE at time t.
Although this may not be accurate close to the stagnation
streamline it is in general a reasonable approximation for the
magnetosheath.

For each Cluster observation timetC , we solve Eq. (2) it-
eratively for1t within a 1hr window. We then normalise the
magnetosheath parameters by the ACE measurements at the
lagged time.

In order to asses the accuracy of the time lag calculated
from Eq. (2), we compare the value of this time lag with
the time lag deduced from cross-correlation analysis. The
analysis is performed on the ACE and Cluster measurements
of Bz (GSE). Figure4 shows ACE and Cluster data for part
of an outbound crossing of the magnetosheath. The cross-
correlation analysis is carried out on data windows of 30 min
length from 08:00 to 14:00 UT and the result of this analysis
is shown in the two bottom panels of Fig.4. The value of
the cross-correlation coefficient (5th panel) and the respec-
tive deduced time lags (6th panel-crosses) are then plotted
for each interval along with our calculated instantaneous time
lags (dots- 6th panel). Good agreement is observed between
the two sets of time lags with the maximum deviation be-
tween both values≈5 min.
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Fig. 3. Intercalibration of the Cluster and Ace data sets: A com-
parison of ACE solar wind (red) and Cluster 1 (black), ion velocity,
ion density and magnetic field data on the 22nd of January 2004.
The ACE data has been time shifted by 37 min, corresponding to a
solar wind velocity,Vsw ≈ 650kms−1 for illustrative purposes and
shows excellent agreement with the Cluster measurements.

An additional consideration arises from our assumption re-
garding the orientation of the propagating solar wind planes.
The normalisation assumes that the structures in the solar
wind plasma propagate along the separation vector between
the ACE and Cluster spacecraft. A more typical condition
is arguably that plasma structure is co-aligned with a Parker
spiral. For this reason we take as an example the conjunc-
tion between the ACE and Cluster spacecraft for the previous
case. We then calculate the difference between the time lag
for propagation of a plasma structure along the separation
vector and the hypothetical time lag for a plasma structure
to arrive at the Cluster spacecraft convected perpendicular to
the Parker spiral angle. This is found to be of the order of
≈ 10 min.

Fig. 4. Testing the lagging alogarithm: A comparison of ACE so-
lar wind (red) and Cluster 1 (black), ion velocity, ion density and
magnetic field data on the 10 of January 2003. The ACE data has
been shifted by 58 min for illustrative purposes. Cross correlation
has been carried out on theBz component, measured at both space-
craft (4th panel). The value of the cross correlation coefficient at
intervals of 30 min between 08:00 and 14:00 UT is shown in panel
5. Panel 6 shows a comparison of the lag times determined from
the cross correlation analysis (crosses) and the instantaneous time
lagging (dots) deduced by iterating Eq. (2).

2.7 Frame transformation

We do not aberrate to account for the Earth’s motion
(≈3◦

−4◦ ) or any other off axis component of the solar wind
velocity since these corrections have little effect on our re-
sults. In the first part of our results, Sect.3.2, we use the
GSE frame of reference. In the second part of our results,
Sect.3.3, it is necessary to transform the data into the GSM
reference frame to account for the Earth’s dipole variation
in the y−z plane. In both cases each measurement is repre-
sented by its angular location in GSE/GSM and as a fraction
of radial position across the sheath.
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Fig. 5. Magnetosheath densities (top panel), velocities (middle panel) and magnetic field magnitude (bottom panel) measured by Cluster
over the mission period January 2001−May 2004. All values have been normalised to lagged upstream values determined from ACE. Each
measurement has been placed in a 5×5◦ angular bin of GSE longitude and latitude. The tiles are coloured according to their value indicated
on the adjacent colour bar and represent an average over all measurements which fall into a particular 2-D geocentric angular bin.

2.8 Data bins and data representation

In order to illustrate our results (see Fig.5), each measure-
ment has been placed in a 5×5◦ angular bin of GSE longi-
tude and latitude. Each coloured tile in these plots thus repre-
sents an average over all measurements which fall into a 2-D
geocentric angular bin. The nature of the sheath coverage as
discussed in Sect.2.3 is biased by the Cluster orbit such that
the most extreme northerly and southerly latitudes in this 2-
D representation, generally contain measurements closest to
the magnetopause. As we move toward the mid-latitude re-
gion of the sheath, the region of the magnetosheath sampled
is correspondingly further away from this point and closer to
the bow shock.

Furthermore we compare portions of GSE longitude and
latitude at different radial locations of the magnetosheath.
For this purpose it is necessary to average the measure-
ments acquired at all times over different spatial portions
of the magnetosheath. In this case we use cubic bins of
0.25×magnetosheath thickness×15◦latitude×15◦longitude.
The results are plotted in Figs.6 and 7 where each point
on a plot shows the average value and standard deviation of
normalised velocity or density for each radial portion of the
magnetosheath at a fixed range in latitude and longitude.

3 Results

3.1 Dawn-dusk asymmetries

Figure 5 shows the normalised sheath velocities measured
by Cluster over the mission period January 2001–May 2004.
The survey covers the dayside part of the magnetosheath (see
Fig. 1). For the purpose of illustration the data has been
binned as described in Sect.2.8. The flow speed increases
from 0.3 to 0.5 times solar wind value near the nose to up
to 0.75 times the solar wind velocity at the magnetosheath
flanks. The gradient of the flow towards the poles is in the
opposite sense; the flow in general slowing or remaining con-
stant as we move from equatorial latitudes to the highest and
lowest latitudes in the northern and southern poles. A dawn-
dusk asymmetry is apparent with greater velocity magnitudes
measured on the dusk side of the magnetosheath in the North-
ern Hemisphere, whilst the converse is true of the Southern
Hemisphere. The asymmetry is often greatest at the flanks
of the magnetosheath and exists to a lesser extent between
regions of dawn and dusk closer to noon.

In order to examine the extent of this velocity asymmetry
at different regions in the magnetosheath, we compare ve-
locity magnitudes in four paired 15◦ longitudinal bins either
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Fig. 6. The Fig. shows a matrix of panel plots of normalised velocity ratios with the absolute value of GSE longitude,φ increasing from left
to right and GSE latitude,λ decreasing from top to bottom. Each panel in the figure shows the normalised velocity for a radial cross section
of the magnetosheath, where the magnetopause is at 0.0 and the bow shock at 1.0. The solid lines indicate the results for the dawn side and
the dashed lines show the results for the equivalent bins at dusk. Points which are absent from these plots indicate a lack of coverage for that
particular bin. The error bar is the standard deviation of the velocity estimate.

Fig. 7. Normalised density ratios presented in same format as for Fig.6, with GSE longitude,φ increasing from left to right and GSE latitude,
λ decreasing from top to bottom.
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side of noon at 4 radial intervals between the magnetopause
and the bowshock. Figure6 shows the results of our analysis.
The solid lines indicate the results for the dawn side and the
dashed lines show the results for the equivalent bins at dusk.
Whilst there is significant overlap of the error bars at dawn
and dusk, it is clear from the plots in the figures that the ve-
locities at dusk are higher than those at dawn in the Northern
Hemisphere. If we examine the panels in Fig.6 in closer de-
tail, we find that differences between dawn and dusk tend to
be greatest for longitudinal ranges away from noon, i.e. to-
ward the flank and closest to the magnetopause (panels A−C
and F−H). In panels C and G, the dawn normalised flow ap-
pears to slow and deviates from the dusk velocity as it moves
towards the magnetopause. At sectors closest to noon and
the ecliptic plane (panels E, I and J) there is little deviation
of the dawn and dusk velocities.

Panels M to X in Fig.6 show the results for the South-
ern Hemisphere. The corresponding coverage of dawn and
dusk either side of noon here is poorer than in the North-
ern Hemisphere. However for the latitudinal and longitudi-
nal bins where there is good coverage, the trend is that the
dawn velocities are higher than those at dusk. The flow on
the dawn side slows in most cases as it approaches the mag-
netopause, whilst there is little evidence of this occurring on
the dusk side. The dawn side flow slows most dramatically
from the bow shock to the magnetopause in panels M, P-T.
Poor coverage of both dawn and dusk for the lowest latitudes
in the Southern Hemisphere,−75◦<λ<−60◦ (see panels U-
X in Fig. 6) means we are able to draw little conclusion on
the form of the flow at dawn in this region and none at all on
the form of flow at dusk.

Figure5 shows the normalised sheath density for the sur-
vey period. Here we see some tendency for the density to
decrease as we move away from the equatorial regions close
to noon toward the flanks and polar latitudes. There is a
difference in the values of normalised density measured for
the dawn and dusk magnetosheath sectors. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the density at dawn longitudes exceeds that at
the equivalent dusk longitude.

To examine this in closer detail we bin the density data
in an identical way to that carried out for the normalised
velocity. We note that the error estimate is greater for the
normalised density. Nonetheless Fig.7 shows that the dawn
densities (solid line) are higher than those at dusk (dashed
line), for the Northern Hemisphere, in all panels except I and
J which are close to noon and the equatorial plane. Away
from the ecliptic plane, the density profiles, particularly for
dawn, show a density minimum in the vicinity of the magne-
topause.

Panels M−X in Fig. 7 show the density results for the
Southern Hemisphere. As noted before, corresponding cov-
erage for dawn and dusk longitudinal ranges is poorer than
that in the Northern Hemisphere. In this case there is no
clear indication for the dusk normalised densities to exceed
those at dawn. At longitudes closest to noon the dawn den-
sities exceed those at dusk (panels M,N,Q,R), whilst furthest
away at the flanks the situation appears to reverse as the dawn

normalised density decreases more dramatically at the mag-
netopause (panels P and T).

In Figs.6 and7, the majority of panels reveal dawn density
and velocity minima in the high latitude sectors close to the
magnetopause. This is not consistent with the gasdynamic
prediction.

3.2 Investigation of IMF control of observed assymetry

As a next step we examine the possibility that the asym-
metry might be controlled by the upstream field orienta-
tion. A cause of the magnetosheath asymmetry may be the
quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular geometries upstream
of the magnetosheath. For the typical Parker interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) direction, intersecting the Earth’s bow
shock at dawn this impliesθbn<45◦ i.e. a quasi-parallel up-
stream shock configuration. At dusk, the IMF is approxi-
mately tangential to the bow shock boundary withθbn>45◦

producing a quasi-perpendicular upstream shock geometry.
For an ortho-Parker spiral IMF configuration, the geom-
etry of the dawn and dusk upstream shocks is reversed.
The plasma conditions differ downstream of both the quasi-
parallel and perpendicular shocks. Transverse wave activity
upstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock in particular would
imply larger (if variable) tangential components of the mag-
netic field at the bow shock boundary and greater compres-
sion of the magnetic field downstream in the dawn magne-
tosheath. Since the prevailing solar wind direction corre-
sponds to a Parker spiral orientation this could be the ob-
vious root of downstream differences between the values of
the plasma parameters at dawn and dusk. Certainly if this
were the case we would anticipate the observation of a re-
verse of the asymmetry for a data set which contained only
ortho-Parker spiral IMF.

The data is therefore subdivided into sets corresponding
to Parker and ortho-Parker orientations of the upstream solar
wind. To optimise the statistics available to both data sets we
firstly rectifiy the data. The rectification of the magnetic field
converts sectors with+XGSM component pointing toward
the sun (“toward sectors”) to sectors with a−XGSM compo-
nent pointing away from the sun (“away sectors”). This in-
volves flipping theXGSM , YGSM andZGSM components of
the magnetic field so that northwards IMF with positiveBx

and negativeBy is equivalent to southwards IMF with neg-
ative Bx and positiveBy . Likewise, southwards IMF with
positiveBx and negativeBy is equivalent to northwards IMF
with negativeBx and positiveBy in the rectification.

We also consider the possibility of asymmetries generated
by a north-south IMF effect. The magnetosheath data for
both the Parker and ortho-Parker cases are rotated into the
GSM frame of reference and are subdivided according to
northwards (IMF clock angle between 0◦ and 90◦), equato-
rial IMF ( IMF clock angle between 45◦ and 135◦) and south-
wards IMF (IMF clock angle between 135◦ and 180◦). These
IMF cases are illustrated for the 4 radial cross-sections of
the magnetosheath in the top (A−D), bottom (I−L) and mid-
dle panels (E−H) of Figs.8a−d. The magnetosheath sector
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Parker and ortho-Parker IMF subsets of the survey data set: Illustrated are the velocities(a) and(b) and densities(c) and(d) for the 4
radial cross-sections of the magnetosheath. The magnetosheath sector represented by a panel is indicated at the top of each of the four panel
columns by a shaded box which shifts from left to right as the sector progresses outwards from the magnetopause to the bow shock boundary.
The top panels (A−D), bottom panels (I−L) and middle panels (E−H) represent northwards, southwards and equatorial IMF respectively .

represented by a panel is indicated at the top of each of the
four panel columns by a shaded box which shifts from left
to right as the sector progresses outwards from the magne-
topause to the bow shock boundary. The upstream IMF clock
angle is fixed for a row of panels and is indicated in the first
panel of each row.

In the case of the data set which corresponds to Parker ori-
entations of the upstream solar wind direction (Panels a and
b of Fig.8 ), an asymmetry is apparent in the magnetosheath
velocity (see panel (a)) for all four cross sections. This asym-
metry persists for northwards, southwards and equatorially

aligned IMF. The velocity magnitudes are observed to reach
minimum values on the dawnside of the magnetosheath close
to the magnetopause. A density asymmetry exists likewise
in panel (b) for all the magnetosheath cross sections and ap-
pears to be independent of the north-south component of the
IMF. We note once more that the density reaches a mini-
mum in the cross-sections closest to the magnetopause at
high latitudes (panels A,E and I in Fig.8b) as is observed
in Fig. 7. Panels c and d of Fig.8 correspond to the estimates
of velocity and density for the four magnetosheath cross sec-
tions when the upstream IMF is ortho-Parker. Although the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Magnetosheath velocity ((a) and (b)) for IMFBy>0 (a) and
By<0 (b). The spectrograms shown are for the radial cross section
of the magnetosheath which lies closest to the magnetopause. An
examination of (a) and (b) shows that both theBy>0 andBy<0
data groups show an asymmetry in an identical sense

statisitcs are fewer, an asymmetry is apparent which is ex-
actly the asymmetry observed in the Parker spiral case. This
asymmetry is evident from the majority of the magnetosheath
cross sections examined. A foreshock source of the asymme-
try is therefore not evident from this analysis.

In the MHD description asymmetries in the magne-
tosheath plasma flow can be generated at cusp latitudes by
the IMF By component (Siscoe et al., 2002). A tangen-
tial force acts on the flow at the magnetopause boundary.
This force arises from the merging of the IMF and Earth’s
geomagnetic field. For the pure IMFBy>0, the force im-
parts a net dawnward impulse to the flow across the dayside
magnetopause. The process operates exclusively at the high
latitudes of the cusp region as the flow passes through the
magnetopause and is therefore unlikely to be a cause of our
asymmetry which is observed throughout the magnetosheath.
Nonetheless, we consider whether the sign of the IMFBy

component has an effect on the asymmetry observed for the
magnetosheath plasma close to the magnetopause boundary.

We thus restrict the to the radial cross section closest to the
magnetopause boundary (i.e. within 25% of the normalised

distance from the magnetopause to the bow shock). The data
is then grouped into ranges for which the upstream IMFBy

GSM component is greater than or less than zero. In this way
we attempt to isolate an effect on the asymmetry caused by
the tangential force acting on the flow at the magnetopause
boundary. It is expected that the tangential force will act in
the opposite direction forBy<0. If the By direction thus
exhibits an influence in our case, we might expect to observe
velocity asymmetries in each of theBy>0 andBy<0 groups,
with each asymmetry the converse of the other. However an
examination of Fig.9 shows that both theBy>0 (Fig. 9a)
andBy<0 (Fig. 9b) data groups show an asymmetry in an
identical sense.

3.3 Sub-Alfv́enic flow near the cusp

We have calculated the Alfvén mach number,MA for each
5◦ bin of latitude and longitude in identical representation to
Fig. 5, with the exception that the data are know rotated into
the GSM frame of reference as mentioned in Fig.2.8. The
result is illustrated in Fig.10. The scale indicates red values
for super-Alfv́enic flow and blue for sub-Alfv́enic. Here we
see clearly that the flow at the highest and lowest latitudes
is sub-Alfvénic whilst the flow tends to be super-Alfvénic at
mid-latitudes and at the flanks of the magnetosheath. The
dawn-dusk asymmetry observed in Sect.3.2 is also evident
here. We recall the orbital coverage bias and note that high
latitude measurements lie closest to the magnetopause. The
flow is thus observed to become sub-Alfvénic at the highest
latitudes closest to the magnetopause.

Since flow properties near the cusps play a crucial role in
reconnection, we have tabulated the results in table1 for the
bin representing the 25% of the magnetosheath which lies
closest to the magnetopause. At dawn (−90◦<φ<−15◦),
in the Northern Hemisphere at latitudes 60◦<λ<75◦, the
Alfv én mach number,MA is lowest and even accounting
for the standard deviation lies below or close to the Alfvén
speed. At lower latitudes in the dawn sector the flow is gen-
erally close to or above unity. At dusk (15◦<φ<90◦), MA

exceeds that on the dawn side for latitudes of 15◦<λ<60◦

and the transition to sub-Alfv́enic flow at the highest latitudes
(60◦<λ<75◦) is sharper. In the Southern Hemisphere the
corresponding coverage of dawn and dusk latitudes is poorer
and there is weaker evidence of an asymmetry forMA be-
tween dawn and dusk sectors. However we note that at dawn,
the velocity at the most southern latitudes (75◦<λ<60◦) is
once more sub-Alfv́enic.

4 Discussion

4.1 The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the magnetosheath

A striking result of our survey, which is based on four years
of mid to high-latitude magnetosheath data, is the observed
asymmetry between densities and velocities at dawn and
dusk. Our evidence as outlined in the results section of this
paper shows that the dusk velocities exceed those at dawn
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Table 1. Alfv én mach number,MA for the 25% of the magnetosheath adjacent to the magnetopause

Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

Latitudes Dawn Dusk Dawn Dusk

15–30 1.24±0.22 1.61±0.23 − 1.05±0.29
30–45 1.01±0.15 1.78±0.58 1.06±0.26 1.2±0.11
45–60 1.02±0.32 1.47±0.22 1.29±0.27 1.12±0.1
60–75 0.87±0.26 0.78±0.11 0.77±0.16 −

at all latitudes and longitudes in the Northern Hemisphere
whilst for the majority of the dayside magnetosheath, the
dawn densities are greater than those at dusk at correspond-
ing latitudes and longitudes. The sense of this asymmetry
for the normalised velocity is reversed in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, although the result is more ambiguous for the corre-
sponding density measurements.

We note that two previous surveys have produced a simi-
lar result.Paularena et al.(2001) showed a significant dawn-
dusk asymmetry in Earth’s magnetosheath which was found
to have no dependence on IMF orientation during periods
near a maximum in solar activity. Our survey (January 2001–
April 2004) is conducted over an era in the solar cycle which
descends from solar maximum (solar maximum occurred in
2000) and is thus conducted over a period for which a large
part of the data set lies closer to solar maximum than to solar
minimum (with solar minimum due to occur in 2007). Like-
wise we have attempted to subset the data set for different
orientations of both IMFBy andBz but observed no effect
on the observed asymmetry. The asymmetry prevails for all
orientations of the IMF.

The INTERBALL survey byNěměcek et al.(2002a) re-
vealed an excess of dawn over dusk ion flux of≈20% in
the magnetosheath. Again the authors examined the influ-
ence of IMF orientation, in particular IMFBz. Whilst the
dusk side was found to be more sensitive to variations in
Bz (duringBz the ion flux was found to be enhanced at the
magnetopause and bow shock), only a minor influence was
found on the dawn-side. In addition the survey was carried
out over a period corresponding to solar minimum (March
1995–September 1998), an interval for whichPaularena et al.
(2001) find only small deviations from symmetry between
dawn and dusk and for which the IMF appears to be a con-
trolling variable. The asymmetries found by thePaularena
et al.(2001) andNěměcek et al.(2002a) surveys corresponds
to the result shown here for the Northern Hemisphere.

We note that the Interball 1 orbit in the survey ofNěměcek
et al.(2002a) is such that the dusk magnetosheath is sampled
during the Spring-early Summer season; the dawn magne-
tosheath during the late Autumn-Winter. The Cluster sea-
sonal coverage mirrors this, dawn orbits occur in late Winter-
Spring and dusk orbits in late Autumn/mid-Winter. The IMP
8 orbit used in thePaularena et al.(2001) survey samples
both dawn and dusk within a 12 day orbit. Despite the vari-
ations in seasonal sampling, the sense of the observed asym-

Fig. 10. Alfv én Mach numbers,MA, measured by Cluster in the
magnetosheath over the mission period January 2001-May 2004.
Each measurement has been placed in a 5×5◦ angular bin of GSM
longitude and latitude. The tiles are coloured according to their
value indicated on the adjacent colour bar and represent an average
over all measurements which fall into a particular 2-D geocentric
angular bin. The scale indicates red values for super-Alfvénic flow
and blue for sub-Alfv́enic flow. Here we see clearly that the flow
at the highest and lowest latitudes is sub-Alfvénic whilst the flow
tends to be super-Alfv́enic at mid-latitudes and at the flanks of the
magnetosheath.

metry in the Northern Hemisphere is the same for all three
surveys.

Neither thePaularena et al.(2001) nor theNěměcek et al.
(2002a) surveys unveil an asymmetry between the mag-
netosheath plasma population in the northern and South-
ern Hemisphere. The survey ofNěměcek et al. (2002a)
addresses the possibility of an east-west asymmetry only.
The Paularena et al.(2001) survey shows no reverse of
the asymmetry between the northern and Southern Hemi-
sphere. Both surveys sample regions of the dawn and
dusk flanks which are predominantly tail-ward of the Earth
( −15<XGSE<−20RE and 5<XGSE<−15RE respec-
tively). However our survey addresses the sunward portion
of the magnetosheath and this could account for the differ-
ence between our survey and that ofPaularena et al.(2001).

The gas dynamic models are purely cylindrically sym-
metric. In the MHD description of the magnetosheath, the
magnetic field directionality provides the possibility of gen-
erated asymmetries in the magnetosheath parameters. The
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Siscoe et al.(2000) MHD magnetosheath simulations exam-
ined the case of pure IMFBy>0 (chosen as the most com-
mon direction of the IMF) and found that the flow was de-
flected at the high latitude magnetopause toward dawn in the
Northern Hemisphere and dusk in the Southern Hemisphere.
The depletion effect introduced byZwan and Wolf(1976)
which is believed to be strongest for northward IMF is also
thought to favour reconnection at the highest latitudes close
to the magnetopause and this in turn could explain an induced
flow/density asymmetry. However since we do not observe
a reversal of theSiscoe et al.(2000) asymmetry forBy>0
nor a vanishing of the asymmetry forBz<0 in the survey
data, we conclude that the asymmetry observed throughout
the magnetosheath cannot be simply due to an IMF effect
operating close to the magnetopause. In our case the survey
data includes data taken from the magnetosheath proper as
well as the region adjacent to the magnetopause boundary
and therefore does not specifically study local flux tube mo-
tion at the magnetopause boundary which is known to gen-
erate a flow asymmetry at the ionospheric level forBy>0
(Svalgaard, 1968; Mansurov, 1969).

We have examined whether asymmetries in the plasma pa-
rameters between dawn and dusk are linked to the tendancy
of these regions to lie downstream of quasi-parallel and
quasi-perpendicular shock geometries for the typical Parker
spiral orientation of the solar wind. Although we might ex-
pect the asymmetry to thus be reversed for the ortho-Parker
spiral cases, we find that both Parker and ortho-Parker spiral
IMF produce an asymmetry of the same sense.

Our result shows a dawn dusk asymmetry which predom-
inates for almost all sectors of the magnetosheath under all
IMF conditions.

4.2 Significance of observed sub-Alfvénic-flow near the
cusps

A consequence of the slow velocity and low density observed
for high latitudes close to the magnetopause is that the ob-
servedMA is much lower than those predicted by the gas-
dynamic model. In particular the flow is sub-Alfvénic at
the highest latitudes, a result which is consistent with ob-
servations ofAvanov et al.(2001) andFuselier et al.(2002).
It is commonly accepted that steady state reconnection can
only occur in regions of sub-Alfv́enic magnetosheath flow
and a number of authors (Lavraud et al., 2002; Siscoe et al.,
2000; Russell et al., 2000) have documented observations of
reconnection occurring both equator-ward and pole-ward of
the cusp region under northwards IMF. We wish to point out
that the result of our statistical survey of four years of Clus-
ter coverage in the dayside magnetosheath is that the flow
does indeed become sub-Alfvénic at the high latitude magne-
topause boundary in contrast to the gasdynamic model which
produces super-Alfv́enic flows at the same latitudes.

4.3 Limitations

We have examined possible sources of statistical bias which
might contribute to the survey results. Firstly, the accuracy
of our normalisation procedure has been checked by

1. Performing a cross-correlation analysis on data win-
dows of 30 min length from 08:00 to 14:00 UT for a typ-
ical magnetosheath crossing. We compare the time lag
deduced from cross-correlation analysis with the corre-
sponding instantaneous time lag for the 30 min interval.
Good agreement is observed between the two sets of
time lags.

2. Calculating the uncertainty introduced by assuming
propagation of plasma structure between the ACE and
Cluster spacecraft. We compare the instantaneous lag
with a new propagation time for plasma convected along
a Parker spiral. We find that the calculated lag time
exceeds our instantaneous lag time by approximately
10 min for plasma structure oriented tangential to the
Parker spiral.

We have implicitly assumed a constant plasma velocity for
both the interplanetary medium and the magnetosheath. The
result of our cross correlation coefficient analysis refutes any
serious implication of this for our normalisation. We there-
fore estimate that the accuracy of our calculated time lag
is limited to within 10 min. In any case, solar wind condi-
tions away from interplanetary discontinuities remain con-
stant over this period and the accuracy of normalisation is
unlikely to cause a significant impact on our survey. Cer-
tainly, it could not produce a systematic error which would
explain the observed asymmetry.

Nor is the asymmetry the result of systematic differences
between the ion and electron moments, both of which have
been used in our survey. The corrected PEACE moments are
found to agree well with those from the CIS instrument when
both are available (see Fig.2).

Finally we rule out the effect of a seasonal bias due to sea-
sonal sampling of dawn and dusk sectors by Cluster. There
is indeed no obvious physical explanation, independent of
the IMF, for a seasonal effect which would lead to the ob-
served asymmetry. Moreover, the asymmetry persists when
the data is cast into GSM coordinates which takes into ac-
count some of the seasonal aspects. Surveys for which there
is no seasonal bias of the orbit (Paularena et al., 2001) or a
seasonal bias in the opposite sense (Něměcek et al., 2002a),
likewise, reveal an asymmetry in the same sense as the asym-
metry shown here for the Northern Hemisphere.

5 Conclusions

The conclusions from our survey of the dayside magne-
tosheath are the following.

1. The magnetosheath is observed to be non-cylindrically
symmetric with regard to flow and density. Significant
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asymmetries exist between the dawn and dusk sectors
and between the northern and Southern Hemisphere. In
the Northern Hemisphere, the velocity is greater on the
dusk side, while the density is greater on the dawn side.
In the Southern Hemisphere, the situation, at least for
the velocity, is reversed.

2. The dawn velocity and density profiles both show a de-
crease from the bow shock toward the magnetopause.
Both dawn density and velocity tend to be lowest clos-
est to the magnetopause, at polar latitudes and toward
the flanks of the magnetosheath.

3. At the flanks and high latitudes in the Northern Hemi-
sphere, the dawn flow velocity appears to decrease and
deviate from the velocity at equivalent dusk longitudes
as it moves towards the magnetopause. Differences be-
tween dawn and dusk in the Northern Hemisphere there-
fore tend to be greatest toward the flank, closest to the
magnetopause.

4. Magnetosheath flow at the highest and lowest latitudes
close to the magnetopause is found to be sub-Alfvénic
whilst the flow tends to be super-Alfvénic at mid-
latitudes and at the flanks of the magnetosheath. Sub-
Alfv énic flow is required for reconnection in the North-
ern Hemisphere, pole-ward of the cusp. The survey in-
dicates that flow is indeed sub-Alfvénic in this region.

5. We observe no control of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) direction on the observed asymmetry and
conclude there must be other as yet unknown physical
processes at work. Understanding these processes re-
mains an open but nonetheless challenging geophysical
question.
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